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ABSTRACT

We present a new measurement of R~ = r~o+*z/rZ04~a~.0.S ‘sing a
lifetime double tag on 150k hadronic 2° events collected from the
SLD 1993 and 1994 runs. The method utilizes the high precision 3-
D position measurements provided by the CCD vertex detector and

- .. . .. the small stable SLC beams to obtain a 6 hemisphere tagging effi-
ciency of 3170 for a purity of 94Yo. The ~-hemisphere tagging ef-
ficiency is measured from the data reducing dependence on the B-
decay model and detector simulation. We obtain a result of Rb =
0.2171 +0.0040stat~st~ca[ *0.00373ySten.tic +0.0023RC.
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1 Introduction

Significant top mass dependent radiative corrections to the cross-section for 2° ~ b~
are expected. In this cross-section, the vertex corrections are obscured by oblique
corrections (loop corrections to the propagator). The vertex’ corrections may be iso-
lated by taking the ratio of the 2° ~ b~ cross-section to other cross-sections for
hadronic decays of the 2°. In these ratios the oblique corrections mostly can-
cel while the vertex corrections remain. Experimentally, the best ratio to use is
r(Z” + b~)/r(Z” ~ hadrons). Most experimental uncertainties cancel in the ratio
allowing possible new physics signals to be observed. Using the current top mass -
measurements from CD F(176 + 8 t 10 GeV/c2) [1] and DO(199~~~ + 22 GeV/c2) [2]
one expects a change of N – 1 to –2~o in Rb from the massless top quark value of
0.2193[3]. LEP has made measurements of Rb using several techniques[9]. and their
current average is 1.80 high compared to the Standard Model [3]. It is therefore in-
teresting to measure Rb with a separate experimental apparatus as part of the effort
to achieve increased precision on this important measurement.

During the 1994 run of the SLAC Large Detector(SLD), 100K 2° decays were
collected. This has allowed the use of a hemisphere b-tagging technique to obtain a

r(zo+bz)
more precise measurement of Rb = ~(zO ~hadron~). Hemispheres are b-tagged by cutting

on the probability that the tracks within a hemisphere are consistent with coming
. ,,from the,primary vertex. The rates of tagging one and both hemispheres in an event

are used to simultaneously
describing the experimental
obtained.

measure the b-tagging efficiency and Rb. We begin by
apparatus followed by details of the analysis and results

2 The SLAC Large Detector

Observations of the 2° decay products are made using the SLD. The detector com-
ponents relevant to this analysis include: the liquid argon calorimeter (LAC) for mea-
sur;ng energy flow [7]; the central drift chamber( CDC) for charged track identification
and momentum measurements [5]; and a CCD pixel vertex detector(VXD ) for precise
position measurements near the interaction point [6]. The tracking and calorimeter
systems are used by the analysis presented here and will be briefly discussed.

The LAC consists of a barrel section covering Icos @l < 0.84 and endcaps
covering 0.82 < Icos OI < 0.98 for the full azimuthal range. The energy resolution of
the calorimeter barrel for electromagnetic showers of energy ~ is ~ =

15%

<m and

60~0

~-
for hadronic showers.

The tracking systems (CDC and VXD) provide impact parameter resolutions
of 76 pm in the r+ view and 80 pm in the rz view for 1 GeV/c tracks at cos O = O.
The impact parameter resolution for high momentum tracks is determined from the
two track miss di;tan~e using 2° + p+p - events. The single track impact parameter
resolution is found to be 11 pm in the r+ view and 38 pm in the rz view. The
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moment urn resolution for the combined CDC and VXD

0.0026 pl. Details of the SLD and tracking performance
and Ref. [4].

2.1 Event Selection

To decrease contamination from non-hadronic interactions

track fit is ~ = 0.01 @

may be found in Ref. [8]

and to ensure the relevant
detector components are fully operational on a given event the following criteria are -
placed on events passing the event trigger. The visible energy in events as mea-
sured from charged tracks must exceed 18 GeV. The thrust axis, determined from
calorimeter clusters, is required to be in Icosdl <0.71 which is well within the VXD
acceptance. At least 7 CDC tracks are required to be present to assist in eliminating
~y and ~+~- events. At least one CDC track must have hits from the first or second
CDC layer to ensure that the high voltage to these layers is on. At least three tracks
with two or more VXD hits must be found.

Data from the 1993 and 1994 SLD runs and corresponding Monte Carlo are
used. To reduce the systematic uncertainty coming from the statistical uncertainty
on the hemisphere correlation, extra 66 samples were generated. A total of 71k data
events, and from the Monte Carlo 142k b~, 35K c2, and 122k uds events passing the
event selection are used for the analysis.

2.2 ~ack Selection

Poorly measured tracks and tracks resulting both from interactions with the detector
material and from long lived particle decays often have large impact parameters that
can lead to contamination of the b-tagging signal. These tracks are efficiently removed

. . by requirements on the measured production point of the tracks and by identifying
and removing long lived neutral part icles that decay into a pair of tracks (V“ ) before
leaving the track detection region.

- Well measured tracks are selected by requiring that the CDC track start at
radius < 39.0 cm, and has >40 hits. The CDC track is required to extrapolate to
within 1 cm “ofthe (1P) in zy, and within 1.5 cm of the PV in z to eliminate tracks
from interaction with the detector material and poorly measured tracks. The fit of
the CDC track must also satisfy X2/d.o.f. < 5. At least one VXD hit is required,
and the combined CDC/VXD fit must satisfy X2/d.o.f. < 5. Tracks with zy impact
parameter errors > 250 pm, or with ~y impact parameters > 3.0 mm with respect
to the (1P) are removed. The impact parameter error cut acts both as a quality
cut and an effective minimum momentum cut. The impact parameter cut assists
in removing poorly measured tracks and long-lived strange particle decay products,
gamma conversion and nuclear interaction products. A cut on the 3-D distance of
closest approach of the track to the jet axis(6j) and on the distance from the primary
vertex to the point on the jet at which the track is closest (Pj ) are used. These
quantities are illu~tra~ed in Fig. 1. A cut of 16a on 6j.t/o(6je~) and a cut of 5 cm on
Pj results in 92% of the b decay tracks being kept but only 45% of the tracks from
long lived particle decays still remain.
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3 Tracking Efficiency and Resolution Corrections

The Monte Carlo is corrected to yield the proper fraction of quality tracks by system-
atically removing tracks according to the discrepancy between data and Monte Carlo
on the fraction of CDC tracks classified as good and on the CDC to VXD linking rate
for the good CDC tracks. The correction is performed by determining the difference
between data and Monte Carlo on the quality track multiplicity fraction in ranges of
PL, COSO, d, and the angle with respect to jet direction for CDC tracks and in the
difference in fraction of good CDC tracks that link to VXD hits in ranges of p, COSO,

and ~. About 470 of the Monte Carlo tracks are removed to correct for both the good
CDC and linking fractions.

Tracks that appear not to come from the primary vertex can be eliminated
from the impact parameter distributions. The resulting distribution is indicative of
the convolution of the detector resolution and the primary vertex resolution. This
distribution is called the negative impact parameter distribution. The negative impact
parameter distribution from the data and the Monte Carlo are compared in the r+
and rz projections to determine the residual amount of resolution degradation to be
applied to the Monte Carlo. The xy impact parameter distributions match well and
no resolution corrections were required. In TZ the width of the Gaussian degradation
function needed to obtain the best match of the Monte Carlo core with the data
was determined to be *. No adjustment for the non-Gaussian tail was required.

- “’Systematic @dependent shifts of the track z at the xy point of closest approach (z~oca)
with magnitudes typically around +20pm were observed in the data and are applied
to the z~OC.of the Monte Carlo tracks. After the resolution and efficiency corrections
have been applied the comparison of the Monte Carlo and data for the significance
variable, X(see Sect. 4), is as shown in Fig. 3.

. . 4 b-Tagging Procedure

Th~ measurement is performed in a manner similar to that outlined by ALEPH[9].
To tag a hemisphere one starts by forming a probability that each track is consistent
with coming from the primary vertex. This is done by using the minimized 3-D
normalized impact parameters(x) of the tracks. This quantity is signed negative if
the 3-D point of closest approach between the track and the jet axis is behind the
measured primary vertex position. A resolution function(R) is parameterized to fit
the –X distribution of tracks in Monte Carlo uds events. From this, the integral
probability that a track is consistent with coming from the primary vertex position is
determined. Then, these probabilities are combined to form the integral probability
that the collection of tracks in a hemisphere are consistent with all coming from the
primary vertex. A hemisphere is then tagged by requiring that the probability for

- the hemisphere is below a cut.
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Zo= +=azimuthal angle of moment urn vector

xl=k=l/p~ = curvature
x2=s=tan(A) = tangent of dip angle
X3=(= (POCAZ – PVZ)sin@ – (POCAY – PVY)cos~

Z4=q=(z at POCAZV – PV, )COSA

Table 1: Track helix parameter definitions.

4.1 The Minimized 3-D Impact Parameter(x)

The tag variable, X, is effectively the minimal value obtained on the track trajectory
for the quantity

where (z, y, z) represent a position on the track trajectory, (x, y, Z)pv represent the
measured primary vertex position and OZ,Y,Zare the impact parameter uncertainties.
Using the full 3-D information makes the tag variable a more sensitive measure of the
lifetime. In this section, the procedure by which x is determined, and the signing of

- ..~.will be described.

The tag variable, X, is the contribution to the fit quality of a track from adding
the primary vertex as an extra track hit with its corresponding position uncertainties.
The uncertainty in the primary vertex position was determined from the individual
procedures for measuring the xy and z of the primary vertex position described in
Ref. [4]. The procedure for determining xy position uses an average over tracks in
many hadronic events. The result is that there is no degradation of the xy position

. . resolution for b~ events compared to light flavor events. The z position is determined
event to- event from tracks consistent with the Zy primary vertex position. The
primary vertex position uncertainty is determined to be apv= (7pm,7pm,38pm).

This is then used to modify the error matrix from the CDC+ VXD track fit as
follows:

● x=vector of new track parameters defined in Table 1.

● m=vector of original measured track parameters

● V–l= inverse of the original track error matrix

● at,c=varianw of-~ from uncertainty in measured primary vertex position

● Oq,n=variance of q from uncertainty in measured primary vertex position
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POCAi and Pu are the ith components of the r~ point of closest approach and
primary vertex position respectively.

Next, the track parameters are recalculated using the new error matrix, which
includes the primary vertex, by minimizing the X2 with respect to each parameter as
follows:

The new error matrix V~~&is: V-l except

v-l
3,3new = K::+ l/ot,t and v~~..w = V<: + l/o.,n

The new track parameters are then obtained from:

z=vnew*v–lx&

Once this has been done the X2 coming from the contribution of the primary vertex
is calculated from Eqn. 1.

D,
\J ~Tack,,,,/’”””‘

Primary\-..,/, ,~= ‘“
. ...-. Vertex

b
A JetAxis

Figure 1: The signing of x.

. . The x is signed by whether the track passes closest to the jet axis it is associ-
ated with in front (positive) or behind(negative) the primary vertex. This is the sign
of Pj in Fig. 1. The signed x distributions for Monte Carlo and data are shown in
Fig; 2.

4.2 Forming ~ack and Hemisphere Probabilities

From the x for the track, the probability that the track is consistent with coming from
background events is determined. This is accomplished by fitting the Monte Carlo
uds distribution of x to a resolution function as shown in Fig. 4. The resolution
function(R(X)) is formed from a factor of x to account for phase space multiplied by
Gaussians for describing the core and exponential for describing the tails. The prob-

. .
ablhty (Ptr~C~) that one will measure the same x or worse is given by J<m R/ f!~ R.
The probability is then assigned the same sign as that of the associated X. The
resolution function is:

--

R(–lxl)= –pI .x. e
-.5(x/p2)2 + ~~ . ~X/P~ + p5 .eX1P6

+ p~ . x . ~-.5(x/P8)2
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Figure 2: Data and Monte Carlo distributions of x.

where the pi variables are the parameters that are fitted. The —x distribution for
light quark events along with the fitted resolution function is shown in Fig. 4. The
distributions of the probabilities for the tracks are shown in Fig. 5. Since the proba-

. . bilities are derived from the uds distribution one expects the probability distribution
for uds events to be flat; in sharp contrast, the tracks from b events exhibit a large
peak near low probability for being consistent with the primary vertex. This is due
to {racks from the b-decay vertex that have large impacts with respect to the primary
vertex. Thetails are due to fragmentation tracks.

The probability that the group of tracks belonging to a hemisphere are consis-
tent with coming from the primary vertex is formed from the product of the positive
track probabilities within the hemisphere (P~eni = ~j=o‘tracks P~r~C~). From this the
integral probability which expresses the chance that a larger X2 corresponding to the
set of tracks would be measured is calculated. Since one is dealing with small samples,
the Poisson X2 probability distribution[lO] is used:

--
where X2/2 = —/n (P~~n~) and v is the number of degrees of freedom. For each track
there are two degrees of freedom ~ and q. Putting in the values for X2 and v one gets:
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Figure 3: Comparison of the 3-D signifi-
cance variable x between data and Monte

. . Carlo for tracks whose point of closest ap-
proach to the jet access is behind the pri-
mary vertex. Efficiency and minor resolution

. ..mrrectiom have been appfied.
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Figure 4: Negative x distribution for tracks
in uds events overlayed with the fit of the
resolution function.

The distribution of these hemisphere probabilities for different flavor events in
the Monte Carlo are shown in Fig. 6. As lower probability cuts are required the b
co.njent of the tagged sample is greatly enhanced relative to the other flavors. Note
that on the scale of ‘zn(~h.n~,pher.), as one goes to higher values (to the right) one
is requiring that the tracks in the hemisphere be less likely to be consistent with the
primary vertex.

4.3 Determining Rb from Tag Counts

A hemisphere is tagged by requiring that the probability for the hemisphere ~hen~ <
P..t. In the analysis the number of hemisphere tagged (single tags) and number

- of events with both hemispheres tagged (double tags) are used to simultaneously
measure ~b and Rb. As with the derivation of Rb from the event tag one begins by
expressing the net tag count in terms of the efficiencies for each of the flavor samples
and the number of events in the untagged sample. The number of tagged hemispheres
is given by: - -
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Figure 5: Distribution of tracks probabil-
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vertex for b, c and uds events.
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Figure 6: Distribution of hemisphere prob-
abilities for b, c and uds flavored events.

There is an additional equation for the tag count for the case where both hemispheres
are tagged with the corresponding efficiencies for tagging both hemispheres as a func-
tion of the flavor. The number of double tagged hemisphere is given by:

doubledoublenb ● EC double
ndouble = ~b nc + Cuds nud~ (3)

doubl. = ~~. The degreeIf no correlation existed between the hemispheres then Ci
of-correlation between the hemisphere should express the difference between these two
quantities. The correlation, ~, is derived from the standard formula:

A=
<Xy>–<x><y>

J(<x2>- <x><x>)(< y2>-<y><y>)

with the variables x and y being @ (PCU~—P) (i.e. 1 if the hemisphere passes the tag,
O otherwise) for the first and second hemispheres respectively. The average of either
variable (z or y) is the hemisphere tagging efficiency. The same is true for the square
of the variables. The average of the product of the variables is the double hemisphere
tagging efficiency. Thus, one gets:
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The terms in Eqn. 2 and 3 for the tag count can be rearranged so that
everything is expressed in terms of the single hemisphere tag efficiencies and the
correlation. Due to the low efficiency for tagging c and uds events and since the
hemisphere correlations will be small, the ACand ~.~~ are second order terms that
may be dropped. The expression for the number of double tagged events is then:

Rb = ‘b can be solved for with the dependence on ~bremoved by combin-
ing the equa;~~~~~or the number of single hemisphere tags and double hemisphere
tagged events. For Rb this yields:

(4)

where F.,d= fraction of hemisphere single(s) and event double(d) tags. For ~b the
corresponding equation is:

. .

(5)

These equations are coupled through the correlation terms and must be solved
iteratively.

To determine the inputs, a 2-D histogram of the –loglOH~.~i of one hemisphere
versus the other for b, c and uds events and data are used to determine the single
and double hemisphere tagging efficiencies and tagging fractions. For each of the

. .
systematic studied a corresponding set of 2-D histograms is used.

4.4 Statistical Uncertainties with Correlation Effects Included

Correlation contributions are included in the estimation of the statistical uncertain-
ties. The tag counts are separated into three independent categories; the count of
events with both hemispheres are tagged(n2 ), only one is tagged(nl )~and where nei-
ther are tagged(nO). The counts for each case are then varied by their statistical
error and the corresponding tag fraction or efficiencies are recalculated. The result-
ing changes in Rb are combined in quadrature to obtain the R~ statistical uncertainty.
The statistical uncertainties on Rb and c~”t” are shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 versus
the hemisphere probability cut.

-.
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Figure 7: Statistical uncertainties in Rb.
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Figure 8: Statistical uncertainties in ~b.

5 Measurement Results

The b-tagging purity(~b) versus ~bperformance of the b-tag is shown in Fig. 10. The
- b-tag performance for the hemispheres versus H~.~i is shown in Fig. 9. Note that the

estimated and measured b-tagging efficiencies agree well over the whole probability
range. Deviations between these values would indicate either incorrect physics simula-
tion or detector resolution simulation. These efficiencies along with the b-hemisphere
correlations measured from the Monte Carlo and the single and double hemisphere
tagging fractions in data collected from the 1993 and 1994 SLD runs yield the Rb
values shown in Fig. 11. The results have been corrected for the event selection bias.

. .

6 - Systematic

The systematic come from correlation uncertainties, c tagging efficiency and uds
tagging efficiency

6.1

●

●

Physics

uncertainties. These systematic are described below:

Syst emat ics

Correlation Systematic
The b-physics systematic enter only indirectly through the correlation estima-
tion since the b-tagging efficiency is simultaneously measured from the data.
The variations applied to the B-simulation parameters to determine the sys-
tematic are shown in Table 2. The results are shown in Fig. 12.

Charm sy~ternatics
The variations applied to the charm physics modelling parameters are shown in

10
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Figure 9: b-tag dependence on hemisphere probability cut.

B Physics Simulation Systematic ‘ Variation Applied

B-1ifetimes ~Bmeson= 1.55 + 0.10ps,TBba,gon = 1.10 + 0.30 ps
b-fragmentation Peterson (z,) = 0.695+ 0.021

b-baryon production 7.8 + 3.0%

B-decay to D+ +6% absolute

B-decay multiplicity +0.25 tracks per B decay

- -Table 2: Variations to B simulation parameters used to determine Rb systematic.

Table 3. As is shown in Fig. 12, the largest contribution to the total uncertainty
comes from the estimation of the charm tagging efficiency. This is expected as
it has the largest tagging efficiency not measured from the data. The largest
contribution is from the uncertainty in the charm fragmentation. Comparable
in magnitude to this is the rate at which D+s are produced in c events relative
to other charmed hadrons. As expected, the D+ contribution dominates over
the others due to is significantly longer lifetime.

● R.
There is a correlation of Rb with RC of –O. 11. The current uncertainty on R.
of 107o gives the systematic from R. shown in Fig. 12.

--
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Figure 11: Rb from the hfetime probability tag versus the hemisphere probabihty cut.

● Light Quark Systematic
As the efficiency for tagging light quarks is very small relative to CCthe light
quark systematic contributions are likewise small despite the factor of 3 greater
production. The variations applied are shown in Table 3 and the resulting
changes in Rb are shown in Fig. 12. All of the light quark systematic are well
under 1Yo. Due to concern about the lack of knowledge about gluon splitting
in light quark events and the potential sensitivity that this measurement might
have to it t~e amount has been varied by 100%.
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Figure 12: Physics contributions to the uncertainty in Rb versus the hemisphere probability
cut .

6.2 Detector Systematic

The detector systematic include tracking efficiency and resolution corrections. The
effects of these on Rb and eC are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of the hemisphere
probability cut. Other contributions coming from tails on the primary vertex position
measurement and from V“ rejection are not included in this plot and are only given
at the optimal probability cut.

● Impact Resolution Systematic

The full amount of the change caused by the smearing corrections described
in Sect. 3 is taken as the systematic. In Fig. 14 this uncertainty is shown as
strongly decreasing with tighter cuts. This is due directly to the decrease in CC
with tighter cuts.

13
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Physics Systematic Variation Applied

c-fragmentation Peterson (z.)jorD* = 0.501 + 0.025
c~D D“:&5.3%, D+:&3.7%, Ds:&7.0%, Ac:*O.5%

c decay multiplicity D“:+0.06, D+:+ O.lO, Ds:+O.31, AC:+0.40
strange particle production SF popping varied by 107o
uds-decay multiplicity +0.3 tracks
g + bt splitting +100%
g ~ CCsplitting *1OO%

-r(z” ~ CC) R, = 0.171 +0.017

Table 3: Variations to the light quark decay simulation parameters used to determine Rb
systematic.

o0e 4* ● smearingcorrections

G“ 3.5

I

0 tractinge~ciency corrections

~“
. . 3

}

*
2.5

‘ t
2 -..

1.5 ●

‘“‘ol~
0.008 t $ tracklhg efficiency corrections

t

-loglO(Probabitity Cut) -log, O(Probabifity Cut)

. .

Figure L3: Uncertainties in Rb from em- Figure 14: uncertainties in cc from efficiency “.

ciency and smearing corrections. and smearing corrections.

●

●

●

~acking Efficiency Corrections
To estimate the systematic error associated with the PL, @ and COS9 dependence

of the track efficiency corrections, the change in Rb when it is remeasured with
these dependencies averaged out relative to the nominal Rb result is used. The
resulting variations in Rb are summed in quadrature. The dominant contribu-
tion comes from the 0.4 track per event variation. The uncertainty in CCcaused
by the efficiency uncertainties is shown in Fig. 14.

Primary Vertex Position
The measurement was repeated with the non-Gaussian primary vertex position
tails added as described in Ref. [4]. At the optimal cut of 10-30 the resulting
variation is 0.370 and is taken as the systematic.

V“ rejectien -
The measurement was reperformed with the V“ rejection removed. At the
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. .

optimal cut of 10–30 the total change was 0.9Yo.

. .----

A general feature of all of the physics and smearing systematic is that they
decrease with tighter tagging requirements. What prevents one from using a very
tight cut are the contributions from the statistical uncertainties. This is promising
as it implies that with more data both statistics and systematic will decrease as one
can move towards tighter cuts. An optimal set of cuts having the highest combined
(statistical plus systematic) precision can always be found.

6.3 Verifications

The result is checked for sensitivity to cuts, consistency between inputs from the
individual data taking periods used, and any geometrical effects. Furthermore, at-
tempts at independently determining the contributions to the correlation systematic
are made.

6.3.1 Sensitivity to Cuts

Variations in the Rb result versus the probability cut would indicate simulation prob-
- lems. Deviations from the central at low probability cuts would suggest a problem

with the charm or detector simulation. Deviations at high probability cuts would
suggest problems with the tracking efficiency simulation. As can be seen from Fig.
11 no significant deviations outside of the statistical plus systematic error bars are
observed.
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The significance variable x is checked for any unsimulated variations as func-
tion of position within the detector. Such variations can cause contributions to the
correlation. For example, in symmetric inefficiencies the jets from both quarks may
have tracks in inefficient regions causing a positive correlation contribution. No aber-
rations are observed.

6.3.2 Correlation Components

The correlation between the b-hemispheres results from both physics and detector -
effects. The correlation between the b-hemispheres is shown versus the hemisphere
probability cut in Fig. 16. It is desirable to isolate the contributions to the correla-
tion so that it is known that all contributions to the systematic have been accounted
for and not duplicated. A method has been developed whereby components of the
correlation may be projected out [9]. The method involves determining how much of
an influence tagging in one hemisphere as a function of some variable v has on the
distribution of v in the other hemisphere. To calculate the correlation the distribution
of the efficiency as a function of v is convoluted with the distribution of v, h(v) in a
hemisphere after the other hemisphere has been tagged. as shown in Eqn. 6. Effec-

. . tively, the correlation component is a measure of the probability that if a hemisphere
has a value v that is in a high(low) tagging efficiency region the other hemisphere is
also in a high(low) tagging efficiency region.

. .----

(6)

The influenced distribution h(v) is determined from the convolution of the
histogram (H(vl, V2)) cent aining b event counts versus v~e~~l and v~e~;2 with the
efficiency, 6V

h(v) = ~H(vl,v2) . c(v1) (7)
v]

The double tag efficiency is then c x c. thus the correlation component is:

(8)

Ideally, if all of the component have been identified then the sum of all of
the components will add to the total correlation. It is necessary to insure that the

components are independent. The components that have been studied are the cosO
of the quark direction, the ~ of the quark direction, the momentum of the quark, the
deviation of the r~ and rz of the beam position used from the true beam position,
the B-1ifetime and the B-momentum sum.

In Fig. 17-the-distributions used to calculate a component of the correlation
are shown. In this case v is COSO.The top left plot shows the distribution of v over
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Figure 16: b-hemisphere correlation components.

th~ full range of the variable. Next, is shown the b-hemisphere tagging efficiency
versus v. The distribution of v(the line) for tagged hemispheres compared to the

distribution h(v) obtained after the other hemisphere has been tagged is shown. If no

correlation between the hemispheres existed then the distributions would be identical.
In this case the convolution of e(v) and h(v) would yield the b-hemisphere tagging
efficiency, e. As can be seen from equation 8 this would result in ~v = O.. Finally
the ratio of the influenced distribution to the original distribution is shown to clarify

the v dependence of the correlation. The distributions are for a cut of ~~e~i = 10-20

which was chosen because the correlation components are large at this cut.

● COSOcomponent
Correlations in COS6are expected due to the back to back nature of the quark
jets. If one jet points in a direction of low tagging efficiency so should the other
thus a positive correlation should be observed.

● # component
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Figure 17: Distributions used to determine Figure 18: Distributions used to determine
component of the correlation from the polar primary vertex z correlation component.

. . angles of the B-hadrons.

. ..-

. .

●

●

No correlation in ~ is expected as the detector is nearly axially uniform. It

is both a check for whether an error is causing a correlation to be seen where

there isn’t one and any unexpected detector defects. No correlation in the ~

component is observed.

components from poorly measured beam positions
Poor beam position measurements can lead to both quarks going into the same

hemisphere which would give a negative correlation and can also cause the

probability for tracks in both hemisphere to be consistent with the primary

vertex to be low thus causing both to tag and a positive correlation. This is

clearly seen for the dependence on the longitudinal position shown in Fig. 18.

B-1ifetime component
Theoretically, there is not an obvious means by which the lifetime of the hadrons
in the separate hemispheres may communicate with each other except through
erroneous beam positions. Since the ~~ influence on the resolution of the pri-
mary vertex position is small for SLD, this component is expected to be small.
At the cut for which the result is given, this correlation is negligible.

B-momentum sum
The B-momentum sum variable is designed to account for gluon activity in the
event. The variable is chosen to be:

(9)

11

where H is the axis for the corresponding hemisphere. In the case where both
B’s go into the same hemisphere the value of Iv I will be large and the hemisphere
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for which it is positive should have a high probability of tagging while the other
has a negligible chance of being tagged. The result is a negative correlation
between the hemispheres.

B-momentum
The ~-momentum measures correlations from the fragmentation process. Here,

the variable v is the momentum of the ~-hadron for each hemisphere when they

have gone into separate hemispheres.
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Figure 19: Correlation components esti- Figure 20: Correlation components esti-

mated from the data. mated from the Monte Carlo.

The total correlation along with its components are shown in Fig. 16. The ma-. .
jority of the components show a positive correlation between the hemispheres. These

are balanced by the large negative component from the gluon activity represented by

tha- ~-moment urn sum.

The total. correlation and the sum of the correlation components are consistent

within errors. Thus, there is no evidence that any large unexpected systematic

entering through the correlation exist. These tests have been performed using only

the Monte Carlo. A check of the correlation simulation was performed as described

in the following section.

6.4 Check of correlation components from data

An approximation of the correlation components is obtained from the data. The truth
information for the B-hadron directions is replaced with the directions of the highest
momentum jets +nd ~he true ~-hadron momenta are replaced with the momenta of

the jets. With these replacements the correlations can be determined from the data

and may be compared to those obtained from a properly flavor mixed Monte Carlo
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sample. To reduce the contamination from light quark events, events are required

to have at least three tracks with 3-D impact parameter significance greater than

3.0. The b-efficiency of this event tag is 72% and the b-purity is 8570. The resulting

correlation components are shown in figures 19 and 20. Certain correlations such as

the displacement of the measured from the true primary vertex positions could not

be approximated. Also, the cosd correlation is reduced by performing the event tag.

However, the expected features are seen. The cos~ component is positive and larger

than the ~-momentum component and the gluon activity from the ~-momentum

sum appears to be the largest contributor to the correlation.

The Monte Carlo appears to underestimate the gluon activity by -3%. Increas- -
ing the true ~-momentum sum correlation by 370 causes a change in the correlation

sum of 1.6 x 10–4. The change in Rb from this variation in the correlation is 0.3~o.

6.5 Summary of Systematic

The curves showing all detector, physics and R. systematic and statistical uncertain-

ties are displayed in Fig. 15. The contributions from the systematic on e. cause

greater uncertainty at looser tag cuts while the statistical uncertainties start to dom-

inate for tighter cuts. The minimum combined systematic occurs at – loglo~~en; =

10-30. At this cut the combined uncertainty from all sources is 6Rb = 2.7%.
... .-.

7 Final Result

The measurement of Rb is made at the point which minimizes the combined statistical

plus systematic uncertainties. This occurs at the cut of ~CU~= 10-30. After applying

. . all efficiency and resolution corrections and correcting for biases introduced by the

event selection, the results shown in Tables 4, 5 and 6 are obtained with the final

result for Rb from the probability tag being

Rb = 0.2171 A 0.0040.tat~,t;cal + 0.0037,vst.natic t 0.0023~c (preliminary) (lo)

Monte Carlo Measurements

~b

+: m

30.6%
~b
b hemisphere correlation
cc

~Ud~ (8.7 .10-2)%

Table 4: Probability tag performance for Pcut = 10-30.

At the current precision, the SLD result is consistent with LEP’s Rb result

as well as the Standard Model prediction for Rb. Significant improvements in the

precision of the S~D measurement will result from data( 0.5 M 2°) to be collected in

the scheduled runs ahead with the new SLD vertex detector.
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Correlation Systematic

Systematic 6Rb/Rb Systematic 6RbfRb
7B <0.170 B-decay multiplicity 0.1%
B+D <0.1% b fragmentation 0.3%
Abfraction 0.3% MC statistics 0.4%

Charm Systematic

Systematic 6Rb/Rb Systematic 6Rb/Rb
c+D” <0.1% c~D* 0.5%
c+D~ 0.3% c~AC <0.1%
Do multiplicity 0.2% D* multiplicity 0.7%
Ds multiplicity 0.4% A. multiplicity 0.1%
Do lifetime 0.1% D* lifetime 0.1%
D, lifetime 0.1% A. lifetime <0.1%
c fragment at ion 0.6% Rc 1.1%

MC statistics 0.3%
Light Quark Systematic

Systematic 6RbfRb Systematic bRb/Rb

1< production 0.1% A, production <0.170
g+cE <0.1% g~b~ 0.2%
MC statistics 0.1%

- “ Table 5’: Summary of physics systematic for probability tag at a cut of P..t = 10-30

Detector Systematic

Systematic 6Rb/Rb Systematic 6Rb/Rb

Efficiency Corrections 0.4% V“ Rejection 0.9%

Impact Resolutions 0.4% Beam Position Tails 0.3%

Table & Summary of detector systematic for probability tag at a cut of P.ut = 10-30
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